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The Linux/OSX Windows Coverage Documentation Matrix Master to Develop Content Introduction Beast is a C e headline-only library serving as the basis for writing compatible network libraries by providing low-level HTTP/1, WebSocket, and network protocol vocabulary types and algorithms using the consistent Asynchronous Boost.Asio model. This library is designed for:
Symmetry: Role Algorithms; build customers, servers or both. Easy to use: Boost.Asio users will immediately understand the beast. Flexibility: Users make important decisions, such as buffer or thread management. Performance: Create apps charred by thousands of connections or more. The basis for further abstraction. The components are well suited for construction. The
appearance of CppCon 2018 Bishop Fox 2018 CppCon 2017 CppCast 2017 CppCon 2016 Description This software is in its first official release. Interfaces can change in response to user feedback. For the latest changes, see This library requirements for programmers familiar with Boost.Asio. Users who want to use asynchronous interfaces should already know how to create
parallel network programs using callbacks or cortutins. C-11: Reliable support for most language functions. Boost: Boost.Asio and some other boost parts. OpenSSL: Required to use TLS/Secure outlets and examples/tests When using Microsoft Visual C, Visual Studio 2017 or later required. One of these components is required to build tests and examples: The correctly
configured bjam/b2 CMake 3.5.1 or later (Windows only) Building Beast is just a headline. To use it, simply add the necessary line of #include to the source files like this: #include If you use coroutines you need to link to the Boost.Coroutine library. Please visit the Boost documentation for instructions on how to do this for your specific build system. GitHub To use the latest official
Beast release, just get the latest Boost distribution and follow the instructions on integrating it into the development environment. If you want to build examples and tests, or if you want to view upcoming changes and features, it is suggested to clone the Boost superproject and work with the beast in the tree (meaning libs/beast sub-directing the superproject). The official repository
contains the following branches: Master This contains the most recent snapshot with the code, which is known to be stable. This has the most recent shot. It may contain unstable code. Each of these branches requires an appropriate Boost branch and all of its sub-projects. For example, if you want to use the main version of the Beast branch, you have to clone a superproject
Switch to the main branch in the superproject and purchase all The Boost libraries corresponding to this branch, including the Beast. Clone a superproject locally, and zlt;/boost in the main project usage catalog: git clone - recursive CD pulse bjam is used to create Beast and Boost libraries. On a non-Windows system use this command to create bjam:./bootstrap.sh From the
Windows command line, build a bjam using this command: . . Bat Building Tests and Examples of Building Tests and Examples requires the installation of OpenSSL. If OpenSSL is installed in a non-system location, you will need to copy the user-config.jam file to your home directory and install a OPENSSL_ROOT environment on the path that includes the OpenSSL installation.
Ubuntu/Debian If installed in a system directory, OpenSSL will be automatically found and used. The sudo apt install libssl-dev Windows Replace the way in the following code fragments with the way you set vcpkg to. Examples involve a 32-bit build if you build a 64-bit version to replace x32-Windows with x64-windows along the way. vcpkg set openssl --triplet x32-windows SET
OPENSSL_ROOT'path'installed'x32-windows Use vcpkg and PowerShell: vcpkg set openssl --triplet x32-windows $env:OPENSSL_ROOT - wayx32-windows vcpkg.exe to install openssl --triple x32-Windows Export OPENSSL_ROOT'path/x 32-Windows Mac OS Use Brew: brew set opensl export OPENSSL_ROOT' $'$--brew-prefix opens- - install bjam user tool specific file
configuration OPENSSL_ROOT - see cp./libs/beast/tools/user-config.jam $HOME that the bjam tool (also called b2) is available in the way your shell uses, to find executables. Project Beast is in libs/beast in relation to the catalog containing the download superproject. To build the trials of the beast, examples, and documentation use these commands: export PATH-$PWD:$PATH
b2 -j2 libs/beast/test cxxstd-11 - bjam should be in your $PATH b2 -j2 libs/beast/example cxxstd-11 - -j2 means to use two b2 libs/beast/doc - Doxygen and instructions you can find the use and creation of libraries in the super project in Boost Wiki. Visual Studio CMake can be used to create a very good Visual Studio solution and a set of Visual Studio project files using these
commands: CD libs/beast mkdir bin cd bin cmake .. for 32-bit windows builds, or cmake-GVisual Studio 15 2017 Win64. For 64-bit windows builds (VS2017) Files in the repository are laid out this way: ./bin/Create this to run and project files bin64 / Create this to keep 64-bit Windows performed and project files doc/ Source code and scripts for documentation include/ Where are
the title files/ Autonomous meta examples/ Metadata for the Boost integration test/ Unitary tests for the tools to test CI Use These examples are completed, standalone programs that you can and run yourself (they are in the catalog example). distributed under the Boost Software license, version 1.0. (See accompanying file LICENSE_1_0.txt or copy on Contact Please report
problems or questions here: contribution (We need your help!) If you want to contribute to Beast and help us maintain high quality, consider performing code reviews on active pull requests. Any feedback from users and stakeholders, even simple questions about how things work or why they were made a certain way, carries value and can be used to improve the library. The code
review provides these benefits: Identify errors Documenting Reading Check Interfaces to handle according to the use of Case Simplify Code You can view closed pull requests to get an idea of how reviews are performed. To give a review of the code just log into your GitHub account and then add comments to any open pull requests below, feel free! Here are some resources to
learn more about code reviews: Beast thrives on code reviews and any feedback from users and stakeholders about their interfaces. Even if you just have questions asking them in a code review or in questions provides valuable information that can be used to improve the library - feel free, no question is insignificant or unimportant! Boost.Asio is a cross-platform C-library for
network and low-level programming in the I/O field, which provides developers with a consistent asynchronous model using a modern approach to NW. Learn more... The best users of Synonyms © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its branches C-03 Examples: Illustrates the use of Boost.Asio using only the language and library functions of C-03. If necessary, the examples use
selected Boost C. Examples of 3K11: Contains a limited set of examples of C-03 Boost.Asio, updated to use only the library and language tools of C-11. These examples do not directly use Boost C. Examples of 3D17: Selected examples illustrating the use of C-17 in conjunction with technical specifications. This example shows how to set up memory distribution associated with
asynchronous operations. boost_asio/example/cpp11/allocation/server.cpp This example demonstrates how to create a link of calculated buffers that can be used with a connector to read and write operations. boost_asio/example/cpp11/buffers/reference_counted.cpp This example implements a chat server and client. use a custom protocol with a fixed length message header and
a variable length message body. A collection of simple clients and servers that shows the use of both synchronous and asynchronous operations. These POSIX examples show how to use Boost.Asio in conjunction with a fork system The first example illustrates the steps you need to start the demon process: boost_asio/example/cpp11/fork/daemon.cpp The second example
shows how you can fork out for a process from a completion handler. boost_asio/example/cpp11/fork/process_per_connection.cpp This example demonstrates how to use std::future in conjunction with Boost.Asio asynchronous operations. boost_asio/example/cpp11/futures/daytime_client.cpp This example shows how to implement custom handler tracking.
boost_asio/example/cpp11/handler_tracking/custom_tracking.hpp This example illustrates the use of asio in the simple one-line implementation of the HTTP 1.0 server. It demonstrates how to make a clean stop by cancelling all backlogs of asynchronous operations. An example that shows the use of a multi-tast to transfer packages to a group of subscribers. An example of a
demonstration of reactor-style operations is to integrate a third-party library that wants to perform Vi-O operations itself. boost_asio/example/cpp11/nonblocking/third_party_lib.cpp Examples showing how to implement asynchronous operations as reusable library functions. An example of a SOCKS 4 client program for proxy communication. An example of using
boost::asio::spawn(, wrapping around the Boost.Coroutine library, to implement a chain of asynchronous operations using stacked corutins. boost_asio/example/cpp11/spawn/echo_server.cpp Sample of client and server programs showing the use of the ssl pattern::stream with asynchronous operations. A collection of examples showing how to cancel long asynchronous
operations to last a period of time. An example of how to set up a basic_waitable_timer with a different type of watch. boost_asio/example/cpp11/timers/time_t_timer.cpp Examples showing how to use UNIX domain nests (local). Sockets. boost.asio c++ network programming. boost asio connect. boost.asio c++ network programming cookbook. boost asio coroutine. boost asio
cmake. boost.asio c++ network programming cookbook pdf. boost asio c++. boost asio const_buffer
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